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A COMPARISON OF CERTAIN NORTH ATLANTIC
WIND, TIDE GAUGE AND CURRENT DATA 1

BY
JOSEPH CHASE
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

ABSTRACT
Wind component.a from large areas within the zones of the trades and westerlies
of the North Atlantic Ocean are determined by means of a geostrophic template and
mean weather maps. These wind speeds are compared with current speed data
from the trade-wind zone as well as the Gulf Stream and to tide gauge data. from
Bermuda-Charleston, Galveston, and Miami. In long-term averages, the trade
winds undergo monthly fluctuations which are similar to those of the current speeds.
The monthly fluctuations of the trades plus westerlies are similar to those of sea
level slope between Bermuda and Charleston and to those of sea level height at
Galveston. While short-period average winds may be measured easily by the template method, their correlation with the corresponding current and tide gauge data
is relatively poor.

INTRODUCTION
Oceanographers have long sought means of using data collected in
related fields to supplement the observations obtained on oceanographic cruises. Data on winds and on heights of sea level have been
suggested for this purpose, and certainly the low cost of obtaining such
data plus the fact that they are continuous for long periods make such
an idea attractive. The studies of Montgomery (1938) , Iselin (1940)
and Fuglister (1951) are pertinent. More knowledge of the relationships between winds, sea level heights and hydrographic events is
needed, and it is with the hope of adding to the present understanding
that this paper is written.
WINDS, CURRENTS AND MEAN SEA LEVEL
In a mathematical treatment, Munk (1950) has shown that a
circulatory current sy~tem, such as the North Atlantic eddy, responds
to the curl of the Wllld stress acting upon it. Similarly Stommel
(1951) and Hidaka (1952) have used the stress of both the trades and
the westerlies in explaining features of oceanic circulations.
1
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For the actual ocean, it has not been established that the major
currents are totally dependent upon the winds. Clearly the winds do
exert an influence, but there remains the possibility of a direct contribution to current from the earth's heat budget and consequent
thermal distribution.
The density distribution which is normally associated with an ocean
current is reflected in the slope of sea level across the current, and, in
the absence of other influences, two suitably located tide gauges
could record this slope. In actuality, other influences, such as atmospheric pressure and local winds, have an independent effect and the
distances of the gauges from the edges of the current allow for heights
not identical with those at the edges.
DATA
The tide gauge data used here were obtained from U.S. Coast and
Geodetic Survey records and from a comprehensive compilation of
records gathered by Walter H . Munk of Scripps Institution of Oceanography. The data have been corrected for atmospheric pressure.
The current data are based on U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office (1946)
charts.
The normal pressure maps and monthly mean pressure charts of
the U. S. Weather Bureau (1946, 1943) are the sources of the longand short-period wind values. The geostrophic template used in
conjunction with the maps is shown in Fig. 1.
LONG-TIME MONTHLY AVERAGES
Fuglister's (1951) values for observed and calculated (harmonic
analysis) current speeds for his segment 1 (trades) are shown at the
top of Fig. 2. The calculated values have been included because of
the paucity of observed values in this segment. The next curve in
Fig. 2 shows the template-measured trade winds. The outstanding
feature in each of these three curves is the July maximum. Slight
fall and spring minima and a winter maximum are also present.
Fuglister found similar seasonal fluctuations in wind components from
an area near the segment. It is interesting that the template-measured trades, which represent a much larger area, agree as well with
the current as do the more local winds of Fuglister. This agreement
of wind and current fluctuations does not preclude a direct contribution to current from the earth's thermal distribution.
The next curve in Fig. 2 gives the northbound components of current for an area covering four degrees of latitude from the U. S. coast
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Figure 1. Geostrophlc template for meaBUrlng wind components at 10 pairs of points In
the trades and at 10 pairs In the westerlies. The distance between any pair of points ill
Inversely proportional to the sine of their mean latitude. Components are expressed In
terms of millibars of pressure d!Jference.

to the neighborhood of Bermuda. It is remarkably similar to the
trades curves.
The much greater current speeds of the Gulf Stream are shown by
Fuglister's observed values (bottom curve of Fig. 2) for his segment 4,
located just south of Cape Hatteras. In its main features, this curve
resembles the preceding ones. It has a large maximum extending
from June through August and a small January peak. Here the
minima are in February and November, while those of the trades are
in April and September through October.
The values of these last two curves in Fig. 2 show no systematic
tendency to lag behind those of the trades currents and winds, although
they represent areas much farther downstream. With regard to the
similarity of the seasonal variations in wind and current speeds, it is
noteworthy that the westerlies, which may be considered part of the
system, have not been considered.
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Figure 2. Long-time monthly averages of trades surface currents, template trade wind
components, northbound components of surface current for an area extending from the
southeast coast of the United States to Bermuda, and surface currents In the Gulf Stream
south of Cape Hatteras.

For the westerlies, the template yields a W-shaped curve (Fig. 3),
with maxima in January and July and minima in April and September.
The rapid decline between July and September closely matches that
of the observed trades currents. There is some question here as to
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Figure 3. Long-time average monthly west wind components.
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the significance of the January, maximum because of the gap in the
template along the southeast coast of the United States. In an
annual average, there is little resultant wind in this area, but seasonally
there is a decided shift of resultant wind direction from northerly in
winter to southerly in summer. A westerlies template extended
southwestward to measure components parallel to the coast would
therefore yield lower average values in winter and consequently a
curve that would be in closer agreement with the trades.
The effect of the gap is still visible when the trades and westerlies
are added to give the values shown in the uppermost curve of Fig. 4.
The winter maximum, though less pronounced, is still large enough to
be out of line with the winter trades values.
The second curve in Fig. 4 gives the relative slope of sea level between Bermuda and Charleston. It closely resembles the previous
curve and therefore shows similar disagreement with the trades in
winter. These high winter values may be due to the lowering of sea
level at Charleston in response to offshore winds. A tabulation of the
percentage frequency of the various wind directions at Charleston for
the years 1931-1938 shows that offshore directions are more frequent
in the period September through February while the wind stress data
of Cochran and Osborn (1950) show a net offshore stress from October
through April.
The curve for the height of sea level at Galveston (third curve in
Fig. 4) resembles the two previous curves remarkably well, especially
in view of the distance from the Gulf Stream. It has a larger amplitude and its spring maximum and summer minimum occur somewhat
later. As at Charleston, offshore winds are more frequent in winter.
At Miami the fluctuations in sea level (bottom curve of Fig. 4)
show some agreement with the preceding values. Because of the
large range, the scale has been halved. The fall maximum is somewhat late, and in the period from March through June the sea level is
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Figure 4. Long-time averages for trades plus westerlies, the relative slope of sea level
between Bermuda and Charleston, the height of sea level at Galveston, and the same at
Miami. The zero points for the tide gauge height scales were arbitrarily chosen.

too low. Compared to the trades, sea level is too low from December
through June. U.S. Weather Bureau (1938) charts indicate a weaker
onshore wind component in winter and spring.
It is interesting that the four curves in Fig. 4, representing different
factors in different areas, should be so similar. Of greater importance,
perhaps, is the possibility that, after consideration of the coastal
winds, all of the curves will have essentially the same shape as those
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for the trades. A quantitative analysis of the effects of these winds,
though necessary to a full understanding of the curves, is beyond the
scope of this paper.
SHORT-TIME AVERAGES
Fig. 5 shows three-month running means of trades plus westerlies,
the Bermuda-Charleston slope, the height of sea level at Galveston,
and the same at Miami. The agreement between the seasonal variations of these values is much poorer than it was in the case of the longtime averages. Yet the main peaks and valleys do show a reasonable
correspondence. At Miami the spring values tend to be too low, and
in the fall there are lags in the curve; at Galveston there are lags in
the curve in spring and summer. These tendencies are in line with
the long-time relationships. The Bermuda-Charleston values in this
case have as large a range as do those of Galveston and Miami. For
averages of periods shorter than three months, the agreements are
negligible.
Three-month averages for the trades (not shown) were compared
with the above values. The fluctuations in the trades followed those
of the other data fairly well in certain periods but not in others. The
expected low winter values did not always appear.
The Iselin (1940) Gulf Stream transport data (not shown) were
also examined. Compared with the trades, the trades plus westerlies,
and the Galveston data, they show no better than fair agreement.
The transport figures have a tendency to lag one to three months
behind the other data. This may be due to a slower response of the
deeper currents to the influence of wind. The Bermuda data are
incomplete for this period. Iselin showed good agreement with sea
level at Miami and Charleston.
No one- or two-year lags have been noted in any of the above data.
The lesser agreement of the short-time data suggests the influence
of extraneous variables whose net effect is less in long-period averages.
The more important variables may be: (a) The amount of water
entering the system from the South Atlantic and from the coastal
waters to the north of the Gulf Stream. (b) The local winds a.ffecting
sea level at the tide gauges. (c) Temporary time lags. (d) The
migration of average pressure centers across the westerlies section of
the template.
Those of lesser importance may be: (e) The ratio of geostrophic
wind to sea level stress. (f) The deeper currents. (g) Rainfall and
runoff in the vicinity of the tide gauges.
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Figure 5. Three-month averages for trades plus westerlies, the relative slope of sea level
between Bermuda and Charleston, the height of sea level at Galveston, and that at Miami.
The zero points for the tide gauge height scales were arbitrarily chosen.

Special studies of each of these variables may be necessary to a
complete understanding of the relationships between winds, tide gauge
readings, and currents.
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CONCLUSIONS
I. The trade winds (measured by the template method) and the
surface currents for an area in the trades zone and for an area off the
southeast coast of the United States have similar seasonal fluctuations
in long-time monthly averages. In three-month running averages
(short period) the agreement of trade wind fluctuations with those of
the best available transport data is only fair.
2. The seasonal variation of trades plus westerlies agrees very well
in long-time averages and fairly well in three-month running averages
with variations in the: (a) Relative Bermuda-Charleston sea level
slope; (b) height of sea level at Galveston; (c) height of sea level at
Miami from July through February.
3. Adjustments for the influence of local winds at the tide gauges
and an extension of the westerlies template along the southeast coast
of the United States would result in closer agreement in the long-time
averages between the seasonal variations of 2 (above) and those of
the trades.
4. A better understanding of the significance of current speed
fluctuations, tide gauge values and wind values depends on a study of
the effect of extraneous variables and on the availability of a long
continuous record of Gulf Stream transport and surface current
observations for use as a standard.
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